Abstract-With the explosive growth of services, including Web services, cloud services, APIs and mashups, discovering the appropriate services for consumers is becoming an imperative issue. The traditional service discovery approaches mainly face two challenges: 1) the single source of description documents limits the effectiveness of discovery due to the insufficiency of semantic information; 2) more factors should be considered with the generally increasing functional and nonfunctional requirements of consumers. In this paper, we propose a novel framework, called SMS, for effectively discovering the appropriate services by incorporating social media information. Specifically, we present different methods to measure four social factors (semantic similarity, popularity, activity, decay factor) collected from Twitter. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model is applied to mine semantic information of services from meta-data of Twitter Lists that contains them. In addition, we assume the target query-service matching function as a linear combination of multiple social factors and design a weight learning algorithm to learn an optimal combination of the measured social factors. Comprehensive experiments based on a real-world dataset crawled from Twitter demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework SMS, through some compared approaches.
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INTRODUCTION
W ITH the increasing adoption of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), services in forms of Web services, cloud services, APIs, mashups, etc, are becoming popular in Web and mobile applications, and we can find a rapid growth in the number of services and their compositions. As a key component of SOA, service discovery is facing some challenges due to the explosive growth of services: (i) The single source of description documents limits the performance of service discovery caused by insufficient semantic information; (ii) More factors should be considered since consumers place more demands on nonfunctional aspects (e.g., popularity, personalization) compared with functional aspects.
Existing service discovery methods are mainly classified into several categories based on semantic similarity [1] , [2] , collaborative filtering (CF) technique [3] , [4] , quality of services (QoS) [5] , [6] , and social network [7] , [8] . Most of these approaches are based on information that services originally contain or offered by service providers: functional similarity (semantics), nonfunctional feature (QoS), or social network generated by the collaboration or relationship among services, their compositions and consumers. Facing the rapid expanding of service scale and diversification of data sources, it is a trend to incorporate knowledge from other sources to facilitate service discovery [9] , [10] . Recently, service providers tend to run promotions on social media, based on which, they can get direct feedback information and collective knowledge through the interactions on social media. Therefore, it is feasible to enrich available service data by leveraging social media information for improving the performance of service discovery.
Introducing social media information to improve the performance of search methodology is a popular and novel strategy, and it has been proved effective in many other fields, such as information retrieval, social network, recommender system, etc. Ghosh et al. [11] exploited crowdsourcing information to discover topic experts in Twitter social network. In [12] , the author showed the necessity of applying social tags in music information retrieval. In this paper, we intend to exploit collective knowledge mined from social media into the retrieval of RESTful services, i.e., APIs. Through the investigation of ProgrammableWeb, 1 a well-known service ecosystem, we found that some APIs have official Twitter accounts managed by their providers. Thus, we can acquire social media information related to APIs from Twitter, the worldwide popular online social network.
There exist various social information in Twitter. Here we first introduce an important and practical characteristic in Twitter called Twitter Lists. Twitter Lists was proposed in late 2009 to help users organize the Twitter accounts they follow [13] . It has been widely used to group sets of users into topical categories. Generally, a list is created with a name (required) and description (optional), and the creator can manage the list members. For a Twitter account, the names and descriptions of lists including it can be considered as its semantic labels. Fig. 1 shows several lists that contain LinkedIn, the twitter account of LinkedIn API linked in ProgrammableWeb. It can be obviously found that most of list names are related to 'Social Media' and 'Career' along with the corresponding list descriptions, which distinctly reflect the topic of LinkedIn. Besides list information, Fig. 1 shows some other social features of LinkedIn, such as tweet number, follower number, etc. All of these features reflect status of LinkedIn. For instance, followers of LinkedIn are users interested in it and the number of followers indicates the popularity of LinkedIn in this social network.
In this paper, considering the large scale and various types of information in social media, we try to address the following issues: How to reasonably model each social factor for services? How to design an effective combination strategy for social factors to generate service retrieval results with high accuracy? In order to address the proposed issues, we propose a novel framework for Social Media based Service Discovery called SMS. Based on our previous work [14] , list meta-data (list names and descriptions) offers significant semantic cues to the topics of involved Twitter accounts. To model the social factor of semantic information provided by collective knowledge, we apply Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) model to infer services' semantics by analyzing meta-data of those lists including services' Twitter account. LSI maps both the features extracted from lists and the given queries into a conceptual space to calculate similarity between services and queries. Essentially, semantic information mined from Twitter lists is a kind of functional knowledge, since the contents of lists could reflect users' awareness of the functionality of the involved services. To satisfy nonfunctional demand of service discovery, we introduce another three social factors respectively generated from tweet number, follower number and list number: popularity, activity and decay factor.
To effectively combine the semantic similarity and three social factors, we design a weight learning method within the proposed framework SMS. The weight learning method assumes that the target query-service matching function is a linear combination of all the social factors. Then a collection of training triplets are generated based on relative matching degree of two different services to a query. Finally the learning method utilizes the training triplets to learn the optimal combination weights. The learned weights can facilitate the performance of service search for a coming query.
Experiments on a real-world dataset crawled from Twitter are implemented for the demonstration of the effectiveness of SMS. For evaluation, we select 52 sample queries from 12 categories and introduce P@k, nDCG@k and AR@k for the accuracy evaluation. Except for the accuracy evaluation, we introduce an external data source about service providers' ranking to evaluate the popularity mined from social media.
In particular, the main contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
We propose a social media based service discovery framework called SMS, where four social factors are modeled from Twitter for the improvement of service retrieval. We design a weight learning algorithm to train the optimal weight assignment for the combination of four social factors. We conduct comprehensive experiments on a realworld dataset crawled from Twitter to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed framework SMS. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows some data analysis of social information in Twitter. Section 3 introduces the proposed service discovery framework SMS, including the architecture of SMS, modeling method for each social factor, and the weight learning algorithm for social factors combination. Section 4 presents the detailed evaluation process of SMS. A case study of the proposed SMS is showed in Section 5. Section 6 surveys the related works and Section 7 makes a conclusion of this paper and discusses the future work.
DATA ANALYSIS
This section shows some data analysis of social information of services managed by Programmable in Twitter, including list information, tweet number, follower number.
In this work, we crawl 3,877 APIs' official Twitter accounts with lists including them, and some related social information. Since there are few work about Twitter list so far, this paper reports some results of the analysis over lists to show the feasibility of our proposed approach. Fig. 2a shows the distribution of numbers of APIs based on the number of lists including them. One API could be involved in multiple lists and the most reaches 84,511. About 30.8 percent of total APIs are organized by more than 100 lists, and 70.1 percent are included by at least 10 lists, which reveals that the list information of most APIs is full of richness. Fig. 2b illustrates the distribution of the number of authors based on the number of lists created by them. The total number of authors who created lists for the 3,877 APIs is 658,878, of which only 3.8 percent created more than 10 lists. It is obvious that most authors designed lists less than 10 and the sources of lists are in a wide range, which indicates the diversity of list semantics.
In addition, we show some statistics about the social information collected from Twitter. Fig. 2c shows the correlation between the number of lists by which an API is included and the number of followers that an API has. Generally, an API considered to be attractive to many consumers tends to be included in many lists since creating a list can subscribe status of its members, just like following an API. Fig. 2c shows the strong correlation between the number of followers and the number of lists. In Fig. 2d , we show the correction between the number of lists an API is included and the number of tweets that an API posts. Different from the strong relativity showed in Fig. 2c , there only exists weak correlation between list number and tweet number. It means that a popular API might not have much dynamic information, indicating that the API might not be practical or even has been outdated. From the above, the number of an API's followers and the number of tweets posted by an API could be considered as indicators of API popularity and activity, respectively.
METHODOLOGY
Problem Formulation
In this section, we formally formulate the problem of social media based service search.
Definition 1 (Query-Service Matching Modeling). Given a collection of candidate services S and a set of queries Q, the objective of query-service matching modeling problem is learning a function f : Q Â S ! R þ , such that fðq i ; s j Þ measures the matching degree between query q i and service s j .
In our problem, a service is considered to be matched with a given query if it satisfies the requirements of consumers from multiple aspects. Specifically, we take functional similarity between the service and given query as a prior consideration. Based on this, we assume that consumers prefer services that are more popular and more active, since popularity and activity respectively indicate the practical applicability and availability of services.
A crucial element in Definition 1 is a modeled service s j 2 S, which is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Modeled Service). A service s j 2 S is structured as a k-dimensional tuple s j ¼ ½m j1 ; m j2 ; . . . ; m jk , where m jl ð1 l kÞ is a social feature of service s j .
In this paper, we intend to exploit multiple social features to facilitate service discovery. Specifically, we use four social features of services extracted from Twitter: list content, follower number, tweets number, and list number. These features in general reflect social-level characteristics of services, including semantic similarity (functional), popularity, activity, and decay factor (nonfunctional). Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of the social media based service discovery approach SMS. The social media information for service retrieval is crawled from Twitter after being matched with services crawled from ProgrammableWeb. Generally, the whole process of SMS could be divided into four parts:
Architecture of SMS
The first part is measuring the first social factor, service semantics mined from Twitter lists. This part consists of data pre-processing, semantic similarity calculation by utilizing LSI model based on list meta-data, including list names and descriptions. The second part is building functions to measure the rest three nonfunctional social factors including popularity, activity and decay factor. All the social factors modeled in the first two parts intend to be used for a proposed weight learning algorithm in the third part. The goal of the weight learning algorithm is to find an optimal combination strategy for social media information. In the final part, for a coming query, the new values of modeled four social factors could be integrated based on the learned optimal weight assignment, to generate a list of ranked results.
Lists Based Semantic Similarity
In this section, we model the functional social factor of semantic similarity based on list information of services. We first introduce the content and form of Twitter Lists. Then the preprocessing of semantic similarity modeling is described. Finally we show the LSI based approach for text similarity computation.
Leverage Twitter Lists
Lists is introduced for users to manage their followings and the tweets they post. Users can group a set of accounts whom they think have the similar topics by creating a list. A list includes a list name (limited to 25 characters) and a list description that approximately shows the content of the list. Table 1 shows illustrative examples of lists containing APIs, selected from our dataset (to be detailed in Section 4).
As the examples present, Flickr API is included in lists with the name "Photography & design", "Photography", "Photography websites" and corresponding descriptions. LinkedIn and lastfm are in the similar situations. It can be observed that the list names and descriptions provide valuable semantic cues to the topics of the APIs in the lists. For instance, according the list meta-data, we can associate Flickr API with photography or photo topic, LinkedIn API with social or profession topic, lastfm with music topic. Thus, lists offer semantic annotations of the APIs included by them. And the semantic feature is generated by arbitrary users, which means it reflects the collective knowledge of crowds. The modeling of the first social factor mainly considers extracting the semantics contained in the crowdsourced lists.
Data Pre-Processing
Due to the arbitrariness of list meta-data (names and description), a pre-processing of lists is needed before applying LSI model. The detailed strategy of extracting features from list meta-data consists of the following steps:
1. Tokenization: As list names are limited to 25 characters, users often combine words using CamelCase [15] that nouns and adjectives in list names and descriptions are particularly useful for semantics extraction. Thus we identify nouns and adjectives using a tagger tool. 4. Stemming: Extracting stem words is another important process. The stem words can be obtained by removing the commoner morphological and inflectional endings from words. For example, travel, traveler, traveling will be replaced with the same stem travel. 5. Low Frequency Words Filtration: As the definition of list names and descriptions is arbitrary, some words with low frequency are regarded as the impurity in the presentation of APIs and filtered out.
Latent Semantic Indexing
Generally, information is retrieved by literally matching words in documents with those of the given query. However, lexical matching may be inaccurate since some words share the same concept (synonymy) and most words have multiple meanings (polysemy). Moreover, for list meta-data, the drawbacks of literal word matching become more obvious due to personal style and individual differences in word usage. Thus a better method should permit users to search information based on conceptual topics or semantics of documents. Latent Semantic Indexing [16] is a model that maps queries and documents into a space with latent semantic dimensions. In a latent semantic space, high cosine similarity of a query and a document of which words are conceptually similar can be obtained even if they do not share any words. LSI method consists of the following four main steps, of which the first two steps are also applied in vector space models and the step of dimension reduction is the critical part.
A large collection of text is usually represented as a termdocument (t Â d) matrix X, with each position x ij corresponding to the frequency with which a term (a row i) occurs in a document (a column j). Note that the order of terms in the document is unconsidered in matrix X on the basis of "bag of words". Matrix X is typically sparse since most documents contain only a small percentage of total number of unique terms in the whole corpus.
Instead of dealing with raw term frequencies, the entries in the term-document matrix X are often transformed. An appropriate weighted technique is TF-IDF which is widely used as a weighting factor in text mining and other related fields. TF-IDF value of each word increases with its frequency in corresponding document, while offsets by its frequency in the whole collection. In traditional vector retrieval systems, documents and queries are denoted as vectors in n-dimensional space, where n is the number of indexed terms in the collection. And to apply LSI for document searching, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to decompose the term-document matrix X tÂd into the product of three matrices, T tÂn , a term by dimension matrix, S nÂn , a singular value matrix, D dÂn , a document by dimension matrix
where t denotes the number of terms, d is the number of documents, n ¼ minðt; dÞ, T and D have orthonormal columns:
Suppose the rank of matrix X is r, the diagonal elements of S are ordered by magnitude,
where
LSI uses a truncated SVD, keeping the k largest singular values and their associated vectors, sô
where k is the dimensionality of the reduced space and k < < n. The resulting reduced-dimension SVD representation is the best k-dimensional approximation to the original matrix in the least-squares sense. The purpose of dimension reduction is to reduce the noise in the latent space, leading to a richer term relationship structure that reveals latent semantics. Through SVD, each term and document is represented as a k-dimensional vector in the latent semantic space. The rows in T tÂk are the term vectors and the rows in D dÂk are the document vectors in latent semantic space. When LSI is used for retrieval, a query must be represented as a vector in k-dimensional latent semantic space that the document collection is represented in. A query is seen as a set of words like a document, and it can be represented by multiplying the transpose of the query's term vector with T tÂk and S
where term q T T tÂk reflects the sum of these k-dimensional term vectors, and the right multiplication with S À1 kÂk weights the separate dimensions distinguishingly. By representing query in this way, the distance between documents and given query can be measured using cosine similarity.
Thus, the functional social factor measured by semantic similarity of service s i and a given query q inferred from list meta-data, which could be defined as
where v denotes the term vector of a document or query in latent semantic space.
Modeling of Nonfunctional Social Factors
Essentially, the social factor of semantic information offered by Twitter lists is a kind of functional knowledge. Based on this, this paper intends to incorporate other social factors to reflect the nonfunctional information of services. In this section, we introduce three nonfunctional social factors and build functions to measure them for each service. Without loss of generality, all values are within the range of ½0; 1.
Popularity Factor
To satisfy consumers' demand of popular services, we introduce the popularity factor. We assume that, when faced with two services providing similar functions, consumers are more likely to select the more popular one. Based on Twitter information, we consider the number of a service's followers could reflect the degree of being concerned of the service. Due to the large gap between the follower numbers of different services, we normalize follower numbers with their logarithmic form. Thus, we define the popularity of service s i according to its follower number as follows:
where n i f denotes the follower number of service s i , min f and max f respectively denote the minimal and maximal follower numbers.
Activity Factor
Service accounts could post tweets since they are users in Twitter. Generally, the tweets or retweets posted are about improvements or updates of services, news and trends about services, etc. as showed in Fig. 4 . Thus we consider a service is active if it posts tweets frequently. In this paper, we assume that active services are constantly invoked and more valuable to consumers. Analogous to popularity factor mentioned above, we define the activity of service s i based on its tweet number, formally,
where n i t denotes the number of tweets posted by service s i , min t and max t respectively denote the minimal and maximal tweet numbers.
Decay Factor
Services included by lists with very high frequency are likely to be too general for consumers. We try to damp the contribution of candidate services that included by too many lists. We build the following decay function to generate social factor
where n i l denotes the number of lists containing service s i and parameter k d is designed as the logarithmic form of average list number.
Learning Optimal Weights for Social Factors
In the previous sections, we totally introduce four modeling functions (SF 1 , SF 2 , SF 3 , SF 4 ) to measure different social factors for services. The next crucial problem is how to find the best way to integrate these social factors into the target query-service matching function. In this work, we propose a weight learning algorithm to discover the optimal combination of social information, in which the target query-service matching function f is assumed as a linear combination of the multiple modeling functions as follows:
where s i is the ith service and Kðq; s i Þ denotes the target query-service matching function f. SF k represents the modeling functions for social factors defined under the the kth (1 k n) social views of services, n is the total number of social factors, and w 2 R n represents the weight vector. One direct way to figure out the target query-service matching function is to manually assign the weights of different social factors. However, such method has poor performance in efficiency and hardly finds the best combination. Therefore, this paper utilizes online learning technique to learn the optimum combination weights w from streams of triplets. The main advantages of the weight learning algorithm are that (i) it can reduce the training cost during the learning process; and (ii) it can figure out more appropriate combination weights to improve the effectiveness of service retrieval.
Relative Matching Degree Learning
In the training step, we assume a collection of training instances represented in the form of triplets as follows:
. m is the total number of queries in the training data. Our target is to learn the optimum combination weights w, which lead a higher query-service matching score to service that is more relevant to the given query q i ,
Based on such a triplet setting, it is only need to give the relative order of matching degree rather than an exact measure of matching score, which is more feasible in most scenarios.
Weight Learning Algorithm for Social Factors
Based on the side information in the form of triplet as defined above, the weight learning algorithm learns a query-service matching function Kðq; a i Þ, for all triplets in Z satisfying, 
where " is a margin factor which should be positive. We set " equal to 1.0 in our experiments. A hinge loss is defined for each triplet ðq i ; s
Þ as follows: We aim to obtain the optimal combination weights w that minimize the object function,
where M denotes the total number of training instances and is a regularization parameter. In order to detailedly illustrate the core procedure of the proposed online weight learning algorithm for solving the optimization problem described in Eq. (6), we present the pseudo-code as showed in Algorithm 1. The inputs consist of a collection of training triplets Z, a regularization parameter , the number of iterations T , and a learning rate b ð0Þ . Initially, we assign each social factor with the same weight.
The combination weights w could be set as ½w ÞÞ:
The sub-gradient of L ðtÞ ðwÞ with respect to w is computed as ( ; Through T iterations, the final learned weight vector w ðT þ1Þ would be output as the optimal combination weights for multiple social factors.
The time complexity of weight learning algorithm includes two parts. The first part is about the generation of triplets set for training, the time complexity is OðjqjN 2 Þ, where jqj is the size of query set and N is the number of APIs. Another part is weight learning process and its time complexity is OðT Þ, where T is the predefined iterations.
EVALUATION
Dataset and Setup
The datasets used in this paper are respectively crawled from Twitter and ProgrammableWeb, and named as D p and D t . First we crawl 10,850 APIs from PW, then 3,877 API official Twitter accounts are crawled from Twitter, matching with APIs in ProgrammableWeb. 414 out of total 3,877 APIs with no list are removed since the kernel of the modeling of two social factors is leveraging list meta-data. D p contains API name, description, category, while D t includes API name, list name, list description, follower number and tweet number of APIs. The number of lists in D t reaches 1,015,128 created by totally 658,878 twitter users. Besides, we crawl a dataset about API provider rank from Alexa 2 as an evaluation criteria for the ranking of APIs.
All the experiments in this paper are implemented with Python 2.7, conducted on a MacBook Pro with an 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 16 GB 1,600 MHz DDR3 RAM, running OS X Yosemite.
Evaluation Methodology
For evaluation, a method of binary judgment should be applied to identify whether the returned API is relevant to the given query. The queries used for evaluation could be chosen from a given set of 52 sample queries that are extracted from topics of the 12 categories shown in Table 2 . The idea of binary judgment in the evaluation is: a returned result for a given query can be judged as relevant once its category is identical with the category of the query. Besides binary judgment, we adopt provider rank which represents the ranking of API provider's site to estimate the influence of popularity mined from social media, following the intuition that an API generated by a provider whose site is ranked higher would be regarded as the relatively more popular one. We use the following three metrics to evaluate the proposed SMS.
Precision@k
Precision measures the proportion of returned documents that are relevant. Precision at cutoff k (P@k) is calculated as
where r i indicates the relevance of the ith ranked result scored as either 0 (not relevant) or 1 (relevant).
nDCG@k
Normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) is an explicitly rank-weighted metric. For a ranked list retrieved for the user, the further down the list a result occurs, the more its value to the user is discounted. If binary relevance is determined, with R relevant results for a query, the formula of nDCG@k is
where r i indicates the relevance of the ith ranked result, and w DCG ðiÞ ¼ 1 log 2 ði þ 1Þ :
Average Rank@k
In our evaluation, Average Rank at cutoff k (AR@k) is used for measuring popularity of search results. AR@k is calculated as
where rank i denotes the ranking score of the ith ranked result, and the value of rank i is obtained from the provider rank of each API. A lower AR@k indicates a higher rank.
Experimental Setup 4.3.1 Training Triplets Generation
For the evaluation of the proposed weight learning algorithm, we need to create a collection of triplets for training. First we randomly select a part of the predefined 52 queries mentioned in evaluation methodology as training queries. For each selected query q i , we define a matchset q i including APIs whose categories are the same as that of q i . Similarly, a unmatchset q i is defined for APIs which belong to categories different with q i . Next, we randomly sample an API service s
is randomly chosen from set unmatchset q i . Do the same thing to all the training queries. Through such process, a collection of training triplets Z would be generated for combination weights learning in our experiment.
Compared Methods
We compare the following methods in our experiments:
PW: Descriptions of APIs in ProgrammableWeb are used for semantic matching by LSI model. We set this method as baseline. List Only: We leverage Twitter list information of APIs to compute the semantic similarity using LSI model for ranking APIs. +Pop: We integrate semantic similarity mined from list information of APIs with popularity factor referred from APIs' follower number. +Act: We integrate semantic similarity mined from list information of APIs with activity factor reflected by APIs' tweet number. +Decay: We integrate semantic similarity mined from list information of APIs with decay factor generated from APIs' list number. Uniform: The semantic similarity and three nonfunctional social factors are uniformly combined with the same weight. SMS: We use the proposed weight learning algorithm for integrating the modeled four social factors. Specifically, we run SMS with b ð0Þ ¼ 10 À4 , ¼ 10
À4
and T ¼ 20;000. Note that the way of integration in +Pop, +Act and +Decay is searching and ranking APIs for query q based on SF k ðs i Þ Á SF 1 ðq; s i Þð2 k 4Þ, where SF k ðs i Þ is the kth nonfunctional social factors of API s i .
Result Analysis
In the first two evaluation parts, we randomly select 70 percent of the 52 queries as the training queries and a collection of training triplets is generated. The rest 15 queries are used for testing.
Effectiveness of Twitter Lists
In this part, we compare the performance of PW and List Only, which have difference in the employed data sources, to show the effectiveness of Twitter lists. Since neither of the two methods incorporates factors influencing the popularity of APIs, we evaluate them in terms of P@10 and nDCG@10. As showed in Table 3 , it can be observed that for most queries, List Only outperforms PW based on P@10. In terms nDCG@10, PW performs unstably in each query though it outperforms List Only on more than half of queries. There even exist three queries that are not matched with any relevant APIs. On average, the values of P@10 and nDCG@10 of List Only are higher than those of PW, which indicates that the crowdsourcing based semantic information provided by Twitter lists can facilitate the quality of API search. There is still room to improve the performance of Twitter lists based method, for which we intend to incorporate some other social factors and evaluate improved methods in the next part.
Methods Comparison
We evaluate and compare all the methods listed in Section 4.3.2 in terms of P@k, nDCG@k and AR@k (k 2 f5; 10; 15g). Fig. 5 shows the top-k API retrieval results based on the average metric values of 15 test queries, from which we can draw some observations. First of all, in terms of P@k and nDCG@k, SMS always achieves the best performance among all the evaluated methods. Specifically, we find that (i) compared with Uniform, SMS improves P@k and nDCG@k by at least 11 and 3 percent, which illustrates the effectiveness of the weight learning algorithm for social information integration; (ii) SMS shows its superiority when compared with methods integrated with one nonfunctional social factor (+Pop, +Act and +Decay), which caused by the contributions made by multiple social factors. Second, compared with the baseline, all other methods achieve better performances based on all the three metrics, which shows the superiority of the incorporation of social information collected from Twitter (list data, follower number, tweet number). Obviously, different social information and different combination strategies provide distinguished improvements for API search performance.
Third, Uniform performs not well as those methods integrated with one social factor (+Pop, +Act and +Decay). The possible reason is the inappropriate weight assignment for lists based semantic information and each nonfunctional social factor. It indicates that the general weight setting way does not necessarily lead satisfied result even though it combines all the social information.
Finally, +Pop, +Act and +Decay outperform List Only in terms of all the metrics to varying degrees, which indicates different influences are generated when incorporating different social factors. Among the three methods, +Pop and +Decay achieve similar performance. The possible reason is that the two methods respectively leverage API follower number and list number which have strong correction as discussed in Section 2. +Act shows the relatively worse performance and it illustrates that the positive affect generated by activity factor is weaker than those generated by popularity and decay factors.
Influence of Social Factors and Combination Strategy
In this part, we specifically evaluate the influence of different social factors and different combination strategies with respect to different amount of training queries. We randomly select 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 percent of the predefined queries as training queries. In order to directly demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed weight learning algorithm, we add the following methods in this evaluation:
WL+P: We use the weight learning algorithm for integrating the semantic similarity with popularity factor. WL+A: We use the weight learning algorithm for integrating the semantic similarity with activity factor. WL+D: We use the weight learning algorithm for integrating the semantic similarity with decay factor. Fig. 6 reports the API discovery performance when different social factors and different combination strategies for two factors are utilized in terms of P@10, nDCG@10 and AR@10. We can draw some observations from Fig. 6 .
In terms of P@10 and nDCG@10, WL+P (+A, +D) obviously achieves the best performance compared with List Only and +Pop (+Act, +Decay), which demonstrates that the weights learned by the proposed algorithm can more effectively combine lists based semantic information and one of the social factors. Though the methods simply multiply semantic similarity (SF 1 ðq; s i Þ) with single nonfunctional social factor (SF k ðs i Þð2 k 4Þ) underperform in a bit, they still make great progress compared to List Only.
In terms of AR@10, we do not consider the performance of methods incorporating activity factor since they contain hardly any popularity information. Both of WL+P (+D) and +Pop (+Decay) outperform List Only. However, +Pop and +Decay performs better than WL+P and WL+D, which is quite different with P@10 and nDCG@10 based results. It probably caused by the weakening of popularity factor as the weight training algorithm may assign larger weight for semantic information.
From Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c, according to the blank spaces between broken lines of List Only and WL+P (+A, +D), it can be easily found that the popularity factor makes more significant influence to search result in terms of P@10 compared to the other social factors. The same conclusions could be drawn based on nDCG@10 and AR@10 by the rest figures.
There exist some apparent drops of performance on P@10 and nDCG@10 with the increase of percentage of training queries, especially when the training queries changes from 60 to 70 percent. The possible reason is that the number of queries for testing are reduced and the proportion of queries which is inherently hard to find relevant APIs increases.
CASE STUDY
This section illustrates retrieval cases for two queries: athlete and school, in order to better understand the distinction of the baseline method PW and the proposed SMS that leverages multiple social media information. For the two queries, Table 4 reveals the comparison between the top 5 results respectively generated by PW and SMS, along with the description, category and provider rank.
As showed in Table 4 , the top 5 APIs returned for query athlete by PW method come from various categories, of which only the first API called Athlinks matches with the topic of athlete. Since PW method extracts description information offered by API providers, the semantics can be discovered is limited. In contrast, 80 percent of the top 5 APIs returned by SMS are consistent with the category of athlete and the extracts from description, such as "running events", "learn from route" and "fitness", show the reasonableness of results. It is lead by the collective knowledge of crowds inferred from Twitter lists and its optimal integration with nonfunctional social factors. For query school, the search result is similar with the case of query athlete. All of the top 5 APIs of SMS are related to the given query while only one of top 5 APIs returned by PW method belongs to Education category.
Furthermore, the provider rank in SMS is overall higher than that in PW method, which indicates that the incorporation of social factors improves the popularity of returned APIs.
RELATED WORK
Research in the fields of service discovery has been widely published in recent years, specially including service recommendation, ranking and searching, which is the main work in this paper. In this section, we summarize them into several categories based on the methods they employ. Semantic-based approaches: This kind of methods generally consider the semantic relevance of services. Wu et al. [1] , [17] proposed a clustering approach utilizing both semantics mined from WSDL documents and tags to improve service search. Lee et al. [2] showed how to syntactically define and semantically describe the characteristics of APIs and how to use these descriptions to easily search and composite APIs. Chan et al. [18] proposed a practical approach to help users find usages of APIs given only simple text phrases, starting with a greedy subgraph search algorithm which returned a connected subgraph containing nodes with high semantic similarity to the query phrases. In [19] , Dojchinovski et al. presented a semantics based model of a Web API directory graph that captured relationships among APIs, mashups, developers, and categories, based on which, a novel API selection method were proposed to allow users to get more control over their preferences and recommended APIs while the information about their links with other objects and preferences can be exploited.
CF-based approaches: Approaches in this category employ collaborative filtering technique which has been widely adopted in recommender systems, for API or mashup mining. Zhong et al. [20] proposed a time-aware API recommendation approach for mashup creation with the combination of service evolution, collaborative filtering and content matching. A user-group item-based collaborative filtering method was proposed for personalized Open API recommendation in clouds by [21] . Zheng et al. [22] provided a QoS value prediction approach for service by combining the traditional user-based and item-based collaborative filtering methods. Users can discover suitable services according QoS information from similar users without service invocations. [23] et al. proposed a hybrid collaborative filtering for service recommendation and an inverse consumer frequency based user collaborative filtering for consumer recommendation. Sun et al. [24] designed a new similarity measure for similarity computation between services and proposed a normal recovery collaborative filtering approach to recommend services for consumers.
QoS-based approaches: QoS for Web services refers to various nonfunctional features such as availability, response time, throughout, and reliability. The goal of QoSbased approach is discovering services that meet the nonfunctional requirements of users. The service selection model proposed by Yu et al. [5] defined multiple QoS criteria and took global constraints into consideration. Zhang et al. [6] presented WSExpress considering QoS characteristics of Web services for service discovery. In [25] , Xu et al. proposed reputation-enhanced QoS-based model in which a discovery agent facilitated QoS-based service discovery using the reputation scores in a service matching, ranking and selection algorithm. Kritikos et al. [26] analyzed all necessary requirements for an accurate, effective, and userassisting QoS-based service matchmaking and selection process.
Social Network-based approaches: Torres et al. [7] constructed collaboration network of APIs and proposed a API discovery approach based on social information. In [8] , Cao et al. presented an approach to recommend mashup services, which considered users' interests mined from their mashup usage history and the social network based on relationships of mashup services, Web APIs and tags. An iterative approach to find APIs for building mashups was presented in [27] , with the combination of semantic and social information obtained from the built collaborative social network of APIs. Xu [28] et al. proposed a socialaware service recommendation approach that utilized multi-dimensional social relationships among potential users, topics, mashups, and services.
Others: We also list some work about service discovery not involved by those types above. Different with these service (API and mashup) recommendation approach that implemented in the same library, Zheng et al. [29] tried to recommend related APIs of different libraries through mining search results of Web search engines. Bianchini et al. [30] provided a multi-perspective based API search framework for enterprise mashup design, in which a new perspective of the web designers' experience is used together with other Web API search techniques, relying on classification features, and technical features, such as the API protocols and data formats. In [31] , Gomadam et al. proposed a method for searching and ranking Web APIs that adopts document classification and faceted search, and the serviut score is used to rank APIs based on their utilization and popularity.
Most of these service discovery approaches exploit information that services originally contain or offered by service providers: functional similarity (semantic information), nonfunctional feature (QoS), or social network generated by the collaboration or relationship among services, their compositions and consumers. With the generally increasing functional and nonfunctional requirements of consumers, the performance of service discovery might be limited by the lack of richness and diversity in existing available information. Thus, we try to introduce social media information to facilitate service discovery process. In [14] , we proposed a crowdsourcing based approach that leverages Twitter lists to infer semantic information for service search. Based on the previous work, this paper incorporates more factors of social media and presents a weight learning algorithm to get an optimal combination of all the social factors.
CONCLUSION
With the explosive growth of services, including Web services, cloud services, APIs and mashups, discovering the appropriate services for consumers is becoming an imperative issue. It is feasible to incorporate social media information to facilitate the quality of service discovery, since the presence of services in social network is rapidly increasing and direct feedback information of crowds from social network is more valuable for the research of service discovery.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for service discovery called SMS, which exploits social media information collected from Twitter. We propose different methods to measure four social factors. For the functional social factor, LSI model is applied to mine semantic information of services from meta-data of lists that contains them. For the rest three nonfunctional social factors, we use normalization method and decay function over list number to measure them. We present a weight learning algorithm to learn an optimal combination of the measured social factors. The target query-service matching function is assumed as a linear combination of the multiple social factors. Then we learn the optimal weight assignment based on the generated collection of training triplets. Finally we use the learned weights to retrieve services for a coming query.
In the experiment part, we report the evaluation results on a real-world dataset crawled from Twitter. For evaluation, 52 sample queries of 12 categories are selected. We design a service category based binary judgment to measure the accuracy of our proposed SMS. In addition, we adopt an external data source about rank of service providers to evaluate the influence of popularity mined from social media.
The evaluation results respectively demonstrate the effectiveness of social factors and the proposed weight learning algorithm from different aspects.
In the future, we plan to (i) explore more factors of services from social media to further improve the performance of service discovery; (ii) apply our framework to address other challenging issues in service discovery, such as similar service retrieval, service recommendation for composition.
